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DESCRIPTION
Anxiety disorders, encompassing a spectrum from Generalized
Anxiety Disorder (GAD) to panic disorder, social anxiety
disorder, and phobias, represent some of the most prevalent
mental health conditions worldwide. While the symptoms of
anxiety disorders manifest behaviourally and emotionally, their
roots are deeply embedded in the intricate neural circuits of the
brain. Understanding the neural underpinnings of anxiety
disorders is essential for developing effective treatments and
interventions.  In   recent   years,  neuroimaging    studies    have 
clarify  on   alterations   in  regional  spontaneous brain activities
associated with various anxiety disorders.

Regional brain activity alterations in anxiety
disorders

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and positron
emission tomography (PET) studies have provided valuable
insights into the aberrant neural activity patterns in individuals
with anxiety disorders. One prominent finding is the
hyperactivity observed in the amygdala, a key hub for processing
threat-related stimuli. Heightened amygdala activation is
consistently reported across different anxiety disorders and is
associated with exaggerated fear responses and hypervigilance to
potential threats. Moreover, alterations in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC), particularly the ventromedial and dorsolateral regions,
have been implicated in anxiety disorders. The PFC plays a
essential role in emotion regulation and cognitive control,
exerting top-down modulation over subcortical structures such as
the amygdala. Dysregulation in PFC function may lead to
deficits in emotion regulation and increased susceptibility to
anxiety symptoms.

In addition to the amygdala and PFC, alterations in other brain
regions, including the insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
and hippocampus, have been implicated in anxiety disorders.
The insula is involved in interoceptive awareness and the
experience of bodily sensations, while the ACC plays a role in
error monitoring and emotional processing. Dysfunction in

these regions may contribute to the somatic symptoms and
heightened sensitivity to threat cues characteristic of anxiety
disorders. The hippocampus, essential for memory formation
and contextual processing, shows structural and functional
alterations in individuals with anxiety disorders, potentially
influencing fear conditioning and the retrieval of fear-related
memories.

Dynamic connectivity

Beyond isolated alterations in regional brain activity, anxiety
disorders are also associated with disruptions in functional
connectivity patterns within large-scale brain networks. Resting-
state fMRI studies have revealed aberrant connectivity within the
salience network, involved in detecting and integrating salient
stimuli, and the default mode network (DMN), implicated in
self-referential processing and mind-wandering. Furthermore,
alterations in the coupling between the amygdala and prefrontal
regions, particularly the ventromedial PFC, have been observed
in anxiety disorders. This disrupted amygdala-PFC connectivity
is thought to underlie deficits in emotion regulation and the
maintenance of fear responses. Additionally, altered connectivity
between the amygdala and insula may contribute to the
heightened interoceptive awareness and somatic symptoms
characteristic of anxiety disorders.

Implications for treatment

Understanding the neurobiological basis of anxiety disorders
holds promise for the development of more targeted and
efficacious treatments. Neuroimaging studies have identified
potential biomarkers of treatment response and mechanisms of
action for both pharmacological and psychotherapeutic
interventions. For instance, interventions aimed at enhancing
prefrontal control over the amygdala, such as Cognitive-
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and mindfulness-based interventions,
may help normalize aberrant connectivity patterns and alleviate
anxiety symptoms. Moreover, neurofeedback approaches,
utilizing real-time fMRI or Electro Encephalo Graphy (EEG)
signals, offer a novel avenue for personalized treatment
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strategies. By providing individuals with real-time feedback
about their brain activity patterns, neurofeedback training can
facilitate self-regulation of neural circuits implicated in anxiety
disorders, promoting adaptive coping strategies and symptom
reduction.

The alterations in regional spontaneous brain activities observed
in anxiety disorders reflect the complex interplay between
genetic,  environmental, and  psychological factors.  By   exposes

the   neuronal    underlying   anxiety    disorders,   neuroimaging
studies offer valuable insights into the pathophysiology of these
conditions and provide a framework for developing innovative
treatment approaches. Future research endeavors aimed at
elucidating the dynamic interactions within neural circuits
implicated in anxiety disorders will undoubtedly pave the way
for more effective interventions, ultimately improving the lives
of millions affected by these debilitating conditions.
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